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Introduction
SIMON ELIOT

IN 1780 the University Press at Oxford was a printing house with a small publishing 
business attached. Though it had undergone recent reform, it was still essentially a 

very conservative and modest operation. Compared with many contemporary pub-
lishing houses in London, it was backward and, both literally and metaphorically, 
provincial. Yet as a printer/publisher running both a Bible Press and a Learned Press, 
it could not escape the economic pressures that were by then accelerating change 
in society as a whole. As a manufacturer of printed books, the Press needed to buy 
machines, type, paper, and ink; it also needed to hire and supervise compositors, 
printers, engravers, carpenters, and all the boys who fetched and carried. As a pub-
lisher it had to advertise, promote, distribute, and sell its books, and to warehouse all 
those copies that it could not immediately (or ever) sell. This volume explains how 
a well-established university press coped with the Industrial Revolution, and trans-
formed itself into a nationally and internationally important mass manufacturer of 
bibles, and school and reference books, while simultaneously publishing a long and 
distinguished list of scholarly works. The industrial and the cultural met on the site 
of the University’s printing works: on the edge of the city of spires, the Press’s tall 
industrial chimney could be seen rising above its neoclassical façade.

The local setting

For most of our period Oxford was a modest, economically somewhat backward 
place, and unlike other nearby towns (Coventry, Reading, and Swindon, for exam-
ple) it was not substantially changed by industrialization. However, it had always 
benefi ted from being located at the junction of main routes between London and 
south Wales, and between southern England and the Midlands. These links were 
reinforced by its connection to London by the Thames. Oxford waterways enjoyed 
a brief golden age in the decade after the Oxford Canal opened in 1790, with a huge 
increase in waterborne traffi c. However, after the Grand Junction Canal opened 

FIGURE 0.1 The quadrangle of the University Press Building on Walton Street, late nineteenth 
century
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in 1800, some of this traffi c bypassed Oxford, which lost much trade.1 On the 
other hand, Oxford’s nodal location ensured that it gained by the growth of newly 
improved roads, on which stage coaches and wagons now ran much more effi -
ciently. By the early 1800s around a hundred coaches a day terminated at or passed 
through Oxford, which was noted for its many livery stables required by the staging 
system. This lasted until the belated arrival of the Great Western Railway (GWR) in 
1844; thereafter Oxford’s success as a transport hub began rapidly to decline. Urgent 
bulk transport shifted quickly from canal to railway and, only a little more slowly, 
people opted to travel by train, even though coach services reduced their prices 
to well below the cost of most railway tickets. Property values of the great Oxford 
coaching inns collapsed: from a height of £15,500 the Star had dropped to £6,000 by 
1850, and by the same year the Angel had seen its value fall from £22,500 to £5,500. 
In resisting the coming of the railway for about ten years Oxford, when it fi nally 
joined the system, found itself on something of a branch line rather than a main 
route, so the railways did not greatly boost employment.2 When in 1865 the GWR 
planned to locate its railway workshops in Oxford, the corporation backed the 
scheme. However, the University opposed it, and a new chairman at GWR decided 
to locate the workshops in Swindon, so some 1,500 new jobs went elsewhere.3 For 
this reason, the Press remained one of the few large employers in Oxford in which 
modern industrial technology, and its need for frequent innovation and updating, 
was central to the experience of those who at all levels worked there.

Most employment in nineteenth-century Oxford came from traditional trades: 
tailoring, baking, shoemaking, retailing, brewing, printing, and the building crafts. 
These were aimed primarily at the city and its immediate locality, not at the wider 
world.4 In 1851, more than a quarter of the total employed population were domes-
tic servants or in allied jobs such as laundering; in England and Wales as a whole 
only about an eighth were similarly employed. This contrast no doubt refl ected the 
work generated by colleges and hotels. Some of this employment was seasonal or 
sporadic, often dying away in university vacations; most undergraduates resided in 
Oxford for only half the year. From these traditional work patterns sprang a mood, 
described as ‘paternal’, which would have been familiar enough to those employed 
by Thomas Combe in the mid-century Press. Such employment fostered a loyalty 
that could shape an entire working life, and in some Press families spread through 
two or more generations. Press managers often nourished this sense of commu-
nity among employees by setting up societies, bands, savings schemes, and fi nally 
even a formal Institute. Within well-defi ned limits, talented and motivated work-
ers could—with guidance from their superiors—rise to positions of responsibility 
within the printing works. The Press’s wage scales rarely competed with those in 

1 VCH, A History of the County of Oxford, ed. Alan Crossley, vol. 4 (London: Institute of Historical Research, 
1979), 209.

2 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.215. 3 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.212–15.
4 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.210, Table XII. This situation did not change signifi cantly until the 1920s 

with the arrival of large-scale car manufacturing.
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London, but the working environment, from the 1830s good for its time, brought its 
compensations.

Yet this work experience was unusual in Oxford as, even in the late nineteenth 
century, small businesses were still overwhelmingly the norm. Larger workforces 
were found in only two clothing factories, a couple of breweries, the railway (though 
much smaller than it might have been), the Oxfordshire Steam Ploughing Company 
(founded in 1868), and the University Press. There were quite a large number of other 
printers and publishers in the city,5 but most of these were quite small in scale until 
the end of our period. Low agricultural wages in Oxfordshire, and much under-em-
ployment or seasonal labour in Oxford itself, combined to keep wages much lower 
than in more industrialized cities.6 This no doubt ensured that Oxford’s population 
grew more slowly than in many other towns in the late eighteenth century. The com-
bined population of University and city in 1772 was almost certainly under 11,000, 
and about thirty years later was still under 12,000.7 Population growth picked up 
between 1811 and 1851, in Oxford as in almost all British cities, so that by 1851 it had 
reached 27,800. By 1891 Oxford’s population had increased to 45,700.8

Oxford’s social geography was complex. With growing population the city 
expanded outwards but redevelopment also occurred in the centre. Major schemes 
were sometimes promoted and funded by colleges or by wealthy entrepreneurs, 
some of whom came from leading families in the city—lawyers, bankers, brew-
ers, newspaper owners, clothiers, and the like. At slightly lower social levels, politi-
cal infl uence could be wielded, and modest amounts of capital could be spared 
for investment in canal or railway shares, or for building a row of houses, in one 
of which the investor might himself live. Many housing developments, particularly 
in working-class areas on the outskirts, were small and funded by people whose 
modest means rarely enabled them to improve their properties. Jericho, where 
many Press employees lived from the 1830s, was developed not by the Press, but 
by several small-scale entrepreneurs. Many of Jericho’s new houses were built on 
fl at, low-lying land subject to fl ooding, which frequently overwhelmed inadequate 
sewerage systems. Given problems of this sort, it was not surprising that Oxford’s 
annual mortality rate in the 1840s of 24 per thousand exceeded the national average 
of 22.8.9 An inquiry in 1848 reported that Jericho had been built with no form of 
drainage, and that its houses had ‘foul open sewers running on three sides of them’. 
Cholera was recurrent in nineteenth-century Oxford: of the 184 identifi ed cases in 
1832, 95 proved fatal. When cholera struck again in 1849, the open sewers running 
through Jericho were fi nally covered over. Cholera returned in 1854 and caused 115 
deaths. A full sewerage and drainage system was introduced only by a newly estab-
lished Local Board of Health between 1872 and 1880.10 Why this sluggish response? 
Part of the answer lies in the tensions between town and gown, but for much of the 

5 See Chapter 15. 6 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.183, 213, 215–17.
7 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.181.     8 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.182, Table X.
9 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.236.   10 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.236–39.
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period Oxford’s local government was to blame. Early on, the most effective organi-
zations, both set up in 1771, were the Paving Commission (responsible for, among 
other things, pavements and turnpikes) and the Board of Guardians (responsible 
for poor relief).11 In some other respects the corporation was rather backward-
looking: for example, it persisted in trying to restrict Oxford’s trade to ‘freemen and 
privileged persons’ approved either by the University or by itself.12 The Municipal 
Corporations Act (1835) killed this off, but it was not until 1889 that Oxford’s local 
government was fully reformed when it became a county borough.13

For most of our period the Press was a highly mechanized mass-manufacturing 
business, steadily expanding and retooling with the latest technology. In both its 
nature and scale, it could offer its employees a rather different set of work experi-
ences. More than this: it diverged from most other local employers in reaching 
out beyond the local market’s immediate needs to create and satisfy national and 
international demand. By the end of the nineteenth century there lay—at the heart 
of this small, rather old-fashioned, rather inward-turning south Midlands market 
town—a modern communications industry that was creating a global network: it 
was devising, designing, producing, and distributing millions of books to all points 
of the compass.

The Press was located fi rmly within the University as one of its constituent parts. 
Many of the most profi table Press activities rested upon the exercise of privileges 
which in law were those of the University, so the two were in many ways insepara-
ble. This integration was symbolized by the Vice-Chancellor’s role in chairing the 
Board of Delegates, and by the Board’s composition. Delegates were not drawn from 
the University’s teaching fellows, whose residency was often short as they moved 
on when they married or obtained a church living, or both. The Delegates consisted 
exclusively of senior Oxford academics, many of them professors or heads of col-
lege, often experienced in university politics.14 So the Board could combine author-
ity with continuity, and consistency of approach with knowing its partners well. 
When the Press came under political or economic pressure, the Board could act 
decisively and confi dently, even sometimes against the partners; and it could take 
initiatives that eventually changed the entire direction and character of the Press. 
Scholarship, politics, and economics played variously on the Delegates as members 
of the University to create a Board subtly more responsive, and more adaptable in 
the face of commercial realities, than might have been expected.15

External pressure was periodically applied through parliamentary commissions 
investigating the University as a whole, and apparently addressing the Press only 
indirectly, if at all. However, the Press’s inextricable relationship with the University 
ensured that the commissions did affect its workings and its fi nancial relations 

11 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.232–6.
12 Joshua Cooke, Samuel Collingwood, Joseph Parker (all Bible partners) and J. H. Parker (Warehouse Keeper 

and agent) all appeared on the University’s matriculation register.
13 A History of the County of Oxford, 4.209–10, 240.
14 For a full discussion of University/Press relations see Chapter 1. 15 On which see Chapter 2.
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with its parent body. The relationship was also fostered at the level of individuals. 
From the University came many Press authors and editors as well as (in the earlier 
decades) a signifi cant number of writers willing to pay the Press to print ‘author’s 
books’. The growth in college and university examinations, in open competition 
for fellowships, and in the need for reports and prospectuses also created an ever-
growing market for jobbing printing; a useful source of income and employment 
when the presses might otherwise have been idle. By mid-century the Press was able 
to transfer substantial surpluses to the University, which gradually acquired a taste 
for such things, something that later hardened into an expectation. This yoke the 
Press bore comfortably for some years, though later it began to chafe. In most cir-
cumstances the closeness of Press and University proved more of a strength than a 
weakness, though both sometimes speculated on how each would fare if the Press 
ever overreached itself and risked bankruptcy. However, the Press’s large mid-cen-
tury surpluses enabled the Delegates to create substantial reserves, thus reassuring 
both Press and University.

The history of the Press has been approached from several directions in this vol-
ume, which is divided into three parts. The seven chapters in the fi rst part each see 
the Press from a slightly different angle, and show it changing shape and function as 
it moved through time. The second part focuses on the books the Press produced, 
from bibles and sermons through classics, science, schoolbooks, and the humani-
ties, to reference works and dictionaries—not forgetting other sorts of printing and 
publishing such as journals and jobbing. The third part ranges more widely against 
the background of the British book trade as a whole, and then shows how the books 
were sold and used in British and international markets. Throughout, the major 
Press processes and personalities will appear and reappear, viewed on each occa-
sion from a slightly different angle or in a slightly different light. The volume ends in 
1896, just at the moment when one of the most distinctive features of the Press dur-
ing the coming century is foreshadowed: a global network of offi ces and branches.

Patterns of growth

The chronology of innovation at the Press during our period was complex, and 
some of its features deserve singling out here. First, innovation was not continu-
ous throughout all its parts. Although printing technology developed throughout 
the nineteenth century, the major changes in how books were printed at the Press 
occurred between 1805 and the late 1830s. During these years the Press replaced its 
handful of wooden presses with scores of iron presses; began to use machine-made 
paper; introduced stereotype; and then saw fast and large steam-driven printing 
machines installed. As a publisher, however, the Press completely refashioned itself 
rather later: between 1863 and 1880. Under the guidance of Alexander Macmillan, 
who acted as the Press’s London publisher from the 1860s, it learned how to be a 
large-scale modern publisher of mostly secular, mostly educational, books. Yet it was 
not until the 1880s and 1890s that the Press became a fully independent publishing 
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operation which could control the distribution of all its own books nationally and 
internationally. Second, the unforeseen and unintended but often insistent effects 
of changing technology often forced the Press to extend the scale and scope of its 
activities. This was most apparent from 1834 onwards with the installation of steam-
powered presses whose cost could be justifi ed only if the machines were run long 
and hard. But the new technology generated new problems. With ever-greater 
production, printers—frequently inclined to overestimate the demand for their 
wares—found themselves beset with the problem of an ever-increasing need for 
warehousing. The shaping impact of this problem on the Press was striking. Quite 
apart from the usual accumulation of unsold stock, a university press’s cultural obli-
gations required it to keep in print many titles that would sell only slowly. Crises in 
stock control and warehousing forced the Delegates to act, sometimes radically, to 
control the growing accumulation of books. This could be managed only if the Press 
turned itself into a mass seller as well as a mass producer of printed texts: it had to 
become as much a publisher as a printer. A third twist in the pattern was the sheer 
pace of change during the nineteenth century—so much so, that a revolution could 
be experienced within a single generation. Thomas Gaisford, Delegate from 1807 and 
later Dean of Christ Church, had his fi rst book published by the Press in 1806. This 
was probably printed on a hand-operated wooden press which Gutenberg would 
have found familiar. Forty years later Gaisford could have observed the Greek Lexicon 
of his protégés Liddell and Scott being printed on an iron steam-driven press work-
ing at four to fi ve times the rate of a wooden press, and transported by a steam train 
travelling at many times the speed of a horse-drawn wagon.

The pattern formed by the Press’s internal chronology was also shaped by exter-
nal infl uences. Until the 1870s, periods of war and cyclical depression did not pre-
vent both the British economy and the British population from expanding fast. 
Prices were high during the Napoleonic era and for a decade or so afterwards, but 
then tended to settle back at generally lower levels. The Press’s considerable expan-
sion and diversifi cation until the 1870s mirrors its broader economic environment. 
However, the period between 1873 and 1896 was recognizably different; sometimes 
called the ‘Long Depression’, it mainly affected Europe and North America, and saw 
a fall in prices and a slowdown in economic growth. It is clearer now than it was 
to contemporaries, however, that the late Victorian depression in Britain was not 
uniformly negative, if only because by this time the British economy was oriented 
towards industry and commerce rather than agriculture, and this benefi ted the many 
who were by then moving from countryside to town. Those in work in the towns 
earned more in real terms, and benefi ted from lower prices: a pound in 1896 could 
buy much more than a pound in 1873.16 This tended to increase an individual’s dis-
posable income, thereby benefi ting the retailing, recreational, and service sectors of 
the economy. Many opportunities for publishers and printers were thereby opened 

16 The Rousseaux price index (in which the average of prices in 1865 and 1885 equalled 100) recorded a fi gure 
of 127 for 1873, and 73 in 1896.
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up through the quest for educational opportunity, the associated demand for cheap 
textbooks, the spread of advertising, and the advance of meritocracy, with its major 
facilitator the written examination. The Press benefi ted from the resultant growth 
in the market for formal educational books at all levels from simple schoolbooks to 
textbooks for graduate studies and materials for university extension courses; for 
informal education in terms of manuals and reference books; for catalogues for, and 
guidebooks to, galleries and museums; and for jobbing printing, which provided all 
the syllabuses, examinations papers, prospectuses, and reports that educational, 
local, and national institutions required in increasing numbers.17 However, grow-
ing success in most of these areas required the Press to enter into markets already 
occupied by competitors who were mostly located in London at the centre of the 
British book trade.

In order to compete successfully, the Press had to address a large secular book 
market for the fi rst time. This meant that it needed to match the trade in terms of 
prices, and the appearance and usability of its books, and to advertise those books 
intensively and extensively. This was where Macmillan came in. He had experience 
as a successful educational publisher, and could offer routes to the market which he 
had already mapped. His experience, his guidance, and his advertising skills oiled 
the Press’s entry into a market which otherwise might have proved much more 
resistant. The drawbacks of identifying the interests of one publisher too closely 
with those of another became more obvious later. For the time being, the remark-
able expansion in secular book printing and the growing emphasis on publishing 
coincided during these years, and to a signifi cant extent transformed the Press from 
the 1860s onward.

Relationships

Books differ from cars, washing machines, or cameras. They may be mass-man-
ufactured, but they are not standardized: each new book is in some sense unique, 
and usually represents something of a gamble on the part of the publisher. This 
was formally acknowledged by the law as late as 1962: ‘fi rst, no two literary works 
are the same or alike in the way in which or the extent to which two oranges or 
two eggs may be said to be; and, secondly, the production and marketing of books 
involve problems that are different from those which arise in connexion with most 
other commodities . . . Indeed, in respect of most of the new works which a publisher 
decides to publish, we think that his business may reasonably be described as highly 
speculative.’18 Book production is also distinct in that it relies on cultivating many 
human relationships: each title published emerges from a sequence of negotiations. 
Within the Press, from the Board of Delegates downwards, debate had to be con-
ducted on each title proposed, followed by negotiations with authors or editors. Nor 

17 See Chapter 11.
18 Mr Justice Buckley, quoted in R. E. Barker and G. R. Davies, Books are Different (London: Macmillan, 1966), 4.
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did the decision-making process end there: the book’s appearance required consul-
tation between publisher and printer, and its price and print run might well require 
negotiations between author, publisher, and printer. Then there were the frequent 
wrangles in the print shop between compositors, printers, and their foremen as to 
who got the most, or the best-paid, work.19 Quite separate from all this were promo-
tion, distribution, and sales through a host of agents who frequently dealt with mat-
ters title by title. The need to relate and communicate did not always end with the 
reader receiving the book: a publisher might then feel obliged to react to reviews, or 
to the praise and criticism received from individual readers, and to respond to insti-
tutions seeking free copies. The last of these obligations pressed harder on learned 
publishers than on the book trade in general. It squeezed the Press particularly hard, 
as it rapidly increased its range of titles in the later nineteenth century and sought to 
establish a national and international cultural role as a provider of texts to a world-
wide multitude of newly emerging or expanding educational institutions at home 
and abroad.

Relationships are therefore central to this volume, which is in part a history of 
how they evolved and interacted within and beyond the Press. At the centre were 
the relationships between the Delegates themselves, the partners, and their subor-
dinates. Moving outwards from these were the relationships between the Press and 
the University, and between the Press and its authors. Even further out we have the 
relationship between the Press and the book trade and, linked to this, the Press and 
the national and international markets for its books. These relationships were rarely 
conducted between equals, and were never fi xed: the balance of power within them 
shifted as the Press adapted to a wider and more complex world.20 Central within 
this pattern of shifting power relationships were the Delegates themselves, fully 
equipped by their confi dence in their own ultimate authority to confront frequent 
challenges more positively than might have been expected. They took a very secure 
view of their two historic obligations: to produce reliable editions of the privileged 
texts, and to publish worthwhile scholarly works which would enhance the reputa-
tion of University and Press. As long as these two principles were not compromised, 
much else was admissible, particularly if an innovation promised larger fi nancial 
surpluses or a wider reach for the Press.

Mediating between the desire to retain control and the need to foster and exploit 
change was the characteristic Press instinct embodied in the decisions of the Board 
of Delegates: to suspect the collective and to trust tried and tested individuals. Here 
the Press closely resembled the decentralized University of which it was a part. Our 
period sees many examples of individuals to whom the Delegates devolved much 
of their authority, and whose suggestions were rarely if ever challenged. Within the 
Board itself this is perhaps most obvious in the earlier decades of our period, when 
certain Delegates assumed a commanding presence on the Board and helped to 
steer the Press’s course. This was usually achieved through a combination of strong 

19 See Chapter 4. 20 These widening circles of infl uence are discussed in Part III’s three chapters, 15–17.
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personality with willingness to undertake a great deal of work: receiving propos-
als for books and inviting work from scholars; editing others’ works; appointing 
editors and collators and negotiating with them; and also proposing and prepar-
ing their own works for the Press. The classicist Thomas Gaisford and the historian 
Edward Cardwell21 were two pre-eminent examples of such men whose authority 
was rarely challenged by their peers. By the 1850s this heroic period was giving way 
to a more collective approach, but Delegates such as Robert Scott, John Griffi ths, 
Henry Mansel, Henry Liddell, and Bartholomew Price could still wield considerable 
infl uence within the Board. This new approach was encapsulated in the appoint-
ment in 1868 of Bartholomew Price as the Board’s fi rst full-time Secretary. As an ex-
Delegate, Price understood the Board, and it understood him: over the next twenty 
years he was able to accumulate powers comparable to those of a modern chief 
executive offi cer.

Beyond the Board, the ceding of the initiative to individuals was more likely to 
happen in areas far removed from the Delegates’ core concern. When it occurred, 
however, this devolution allowed new activities to grow rapidly and to some extent 
spontaneously. Not all those whom the Delegates trusted delivered, and some others 
were never quite trusted, but on several important occasions the Press was able to 
adapt and grow by devolving power to employees not necessarily within the imme-
diate charmed circle.22 Much of the fl exibility and adaptability of the Press refl ected 
Delegates’ willingness sometimes themselves to delegate.

We can see such delegation operating effectively in several areas. First, in tech-
nological innovation. The fi rst four decades of the nineteenth century witnessed 
two major periods of retooling on the printing side: the introduction of iron hand-
presses and stereotype after 1805, and the coming of steam-driven presses from 
1834 onwards. Samuel Collingwood had won the trust of the Delegates, and so was 
allowed to introduce all the necessary innovations without a murmur of dissent 
from the Board. By the time of his retirement in 1838, the Press was occupying a 
purpose-built modern factory housing some of the latest technology. Although not 
noted for innovation, the equally well-trusted Thomas Combe could introduce a 
series of clubs, mutual benefi t societies, and events that helped give the labour force 
a sense of place and identity. These reforms owed more to his Tractarian principles 
and his Pre-Raphaelite-infl uenced imagination than perhaps most Delegates would 
have relished, but they rarely interfered. The Delegates’ willingness to give free rein 
to those they trusted went well beyond their partners. Horace Hart, who was no 
more than an employee, was nevertheless given much freedom to reform the rather 
lax printing standards that Combe had tolerated. Hart’s untrammelled and tough 
reforms, frequently involving much expenditure on more advanced machines 
and tons of new type, ensured that by the 1890s the Press had fully regained its 

21 On whom see Chapter 1.
22 It is striking for instance to observe that a Press, which seemed sometimes to think of itself as printer to the 

Church of England, appointed quite a few to positions of power who were not quite orthodox (such as Combe) 
or who were not Anglicans at all (such as Thomas Bensley or Henry Frowde). See Chapter 1.
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reputation as a distinguished printer. Thus were the printing activities of the Press 
driven and shaped for most of the nineteenth century by trusted individuals acting 
largely autonomously.

It was less easy for the Delegates to cede responsibility on the publishing side 
(particularly when it concerned the Learned Press), partly because before 1780 this 
had been their major role, and partly because Delegates felt temperamentally closer 
to publishing than printing. They were probably happier when it came to selling 
the wares of the Bible Press: this was regarded as a specialist operation best left to 
the partners, such as the Gardners, who ran the London Bible Warehouse. On the 
Learned Side, the Press’s books had been sold by booksellers in Oxford and London 
long before 1780, but it was in the 1790s that sales began to pick up with Joshua 
Cooke’s appointment as Warehouse Keeper with overall responsibility for markets 
in both cities.23 A glance at print runs and profi ts usually enabled the Delegates to 
judge whether an outsider was effective in the printing works. It was much more 
diffi cult to judge whether sales (frequently lagging behind production) were good, 
or good enough. Authors in their vanity often assume that the market is panting 
for their books, and ascribe weak sales to the publisher’s laziness or incompetence. 
The Delegates sometimes looked on booksellers likewise: their sales were disap-
pointing, they should push Oxford books more, and they should spend more on 
advertising. However, the Delegates were beset by a familiar dilemma: those whom 
they appointed to promote sales needed experience and a network of contacts; these 
came from running their own fi rms; but their own fi rms might well have fi rst claim 
on their attention.

Between 1811 and 1863 Joseph Parker and later his nephew John Henry Parker 
took on many aspects of the bookselling and publishing role in Oxford and in 
London, but they never felt fully trusted by the Delegates, and often even felt ill 
used. Only when J. H. Parker’s son was replaced by Alexander Macmillan in 1863 
did relations between the Delegates and those who performed their publishing 
roles begin signifi cantly to change. Macmillan was never a partner, but his new 
title ‘Publisher to the University’ and his experience as a highly successful London 
publisher lent him a status beyond what his precursors could have claimed. Even 
he was never granted the level of autonomy enjoyed by some of the printers: his 
advice was sought but not always taken, and his accounts were closely scruti-
nized and frequently challenged. Without Macmillan the Press would have found 
it much more diffi cult from the 1860s to enter the mass educational market suc-
cessfully, but success was accompanied by suppressed frustration on Macmillan’s 
side and barely suppressed suspicion on the Delegates’ part. A contrasting case 
is that of Henry Frowde. He had been appointed to replace Gardner on his retire-
ment from the Bible Warehouse in 1873. Although an employee and not a partner, 
Frowde inherited the relative autonomy earlier granted to those who sold Bible 
Press products in London. However, since 1832 the Bible Warehouse in London 

23 See Chapter 16.
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had also been an outlet for Learned Press titles, thus combining the sale of reli-
gious and secular books.

On Macmillan’s retirement in 1880, the Delegates transferred his responsibilities to 
Frowde, who then acquired the more general role of the Press’s Publisher in London. 
With impressive speed he won the Board’s trust in a way that Macmillan had never 
quite managed, and from then on Frowde ran the London end of the Press with con-
siderable autonomy. This was most vividly symbolized by his imprint, which put his 
name fi rmly before Oxford’s.24 By the 1890s the Delegates were intervening much 
less frequently in their London affairs, and this may refl ect the interaction of three 
factors: the traditional independence of the Bible Warehouse Keeper, Frowde’s out-
standing powers of organization as displayed when marketing the Revised Version 
of the Bible, and the recognition that, unlike the Parkers or Macmillan, his loyalties 
were not split. From Frowde’s appointment onwards, the Board’s light-touch rela-
tionship with its London managers allowed rapid expansion in the size and impor-
tance of the Press’s activities in London.

Below the partners, Warehousemen, and Publishers were all those who were 
employed by the Press in the printing works, in the paper mill, and in the binder-
ies. For most of our period the relations between these employees and the Delegates 
were remote and tenuous. The workers had their own hierarchies, from the unskilled 
boys up to the compositors whose dexterity and levels of literacy had always identi-
fi ed them for membership of the labour aristocracy. Sometimes the most talented 
could move up this hierarchy to become foremen and occasionally overseers, 
though rarely further. The relationships at this level were humanized and amelio-
rated by the practices of the ‘Chapel’ and ‘companionship’ systems.25 Additionally 
Combe’s and Hart’s initiatives lent a special Oxford twist to the nineteenth-century 
changes in industrial relations. Although Press employees were paid less than they 
might have received in London, they were working (after the move to Walton Street) 
in conditions that compared favourably with those in most other industries. The 
Delegates witnessed all this from some distance: workers tended to feature in their 
deliberations only when they appealed, usually successfully, to the Board for a pen-
sion at the end of forty or fi fty years’ service.

Secular and commercial trends

Secularization advanced during the nineteenth century and later in the most subtle 
ways, and can be found in the most unexpected places: most unexpectedly of all, it 
can be found in the evolving priorities, relationships, and structures of the Oxford 
University Press. This ran together with an increasingly commercial tendency in 
the Press, which in turn refl ected the exposure of even the Bible Press’s most tra-
ditional and non-secular activities to the market’s decidedly secular pressures. To 
an extent this had been true before 1780, but the Delegates had been shielded from 

24 As discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. 25 See Chapter 4.
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these pressures by renting the bible privilege to others. The secularizing trend was 
all the more infl uential for being unobtrusive and even only half-conscious. In the 
fi rst few decades after 1780 the Press became a hugely successful producer of bibles 
and other privileged texts, and by the 1820s was making a lot of money from them. 
Unsurprisingly, the exercise of what some regarded as monopoly rights over the 
Authorized Version,26 and the Press’s claim to produce reliable scholarly texts, fre-
quently encountered ferocious criticism, causing the Delegates and other Oxford 
scholars to close ranks and defend the Press tenaciously. However, the medium-term 
consequence of such attacks on the reputation of ‘Oxford’ (frequently the critics did 
not bother to distinguish between Press and University) was that vigilance over the 
Bible text was increased, and new and better editions of standard scholarly works 
were published.

Mark Pattison famously recalled in his memoirs how in Oxford, with Newman’s 
secession to Rome in 1845, ‘the darkness was dissipated, and the light was let in in an 
instant’. He went on to say that ‘if any Oxford man had gone to sleep in 1846 and had 
woke up again in 1850 he would have found himself in a totally new world. In 1846 
we were in Old Tory Oxford . . . In 1850 all this was suddenly changed . . . Theology 
was totally banished from Common Room, and even from private conversation. 
Very free opinions on all subjects were rife.’27 The Press kept aloof from religious 
controversy, particularly during the period of the Oxford Movement in the 1830s 
and 1840s, but so striking a shift in the local intellectual climate could not fail in the 
medium term to impinge. The Press might to all appearances continue on its sober 
and scholarly course, but the prominence of religion among its publications was 
propped up only by devices that in retrospect seem designed, consciously or uncon-
sciously, to stave off an incipient decline. The Authorized Version was still making 
money in the 1880s and 1890s , but in order to maintain its profi ts and keep a com-
petitive edge the Press needed to diversify into the Revised Version and into teach-
ers’ bibles and Helps. It also needed to search ever more widely for markets. Religion 
as a subject category among Press publications had contracted, but the demand for 
biblical texts, and texts which explained the Bible, was still very high, though much 
of this now came from Bible societies whose efforts were redoubled in the face of a 
secularizing society.

Religion, for the Press, was also changing in content. Insofar as the Learned Press 
was publishing on religion, its preoccupations were becoming less exclusively 
Anglican. As mid-Victorian controversy among Christians faded, the Press broad-
ened out to include non-Christian traditions, with publications devoted to Jewish 
commentators on books of the Old Testament, and a variety of Buddhist, Confucian, 
Hindu, and Muslim texts in Max Müller’s ‘Sacred Books of the East’ series.28 So 
‘comparative religion’, with all its dangers of relativism, was being nurtured at the 

26 See Chapter 8.
27 M. Pattison, Memoirs of an Oxford Don, ed. V. H. H. Green (London: Cassell, 1988), 124, 126–7.
28 See Chapter 9.
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heart of the late Victorian Press. To claim, though, that religious studies in the 
nineteenth-century Press were in some sense in decline is not to say that the Press 
found them a hindrance. On the contrary, the powerful, though in some respects 
incongruous, alliance between divinity and the classics at the start of our period 
had great potential, as it turned out, for intellectual diversifi cation and growth. The 
output of the Learned Press in the early decades of our period was overwhelmingly 
devoted to divinity and classics;29 as Christianity had fi rst emerged in the late Roman 
Empire, itself infl uenced by Greek culture, the two areas of study were traditionally 
and somewhat surprisingly seen as mutually supportive. This relationship slowly 
changed during the nineteenth century, but both religious and classical studies were 
linked in publishing terms by their capacity for self-reinvention.

While in the longer term divinity was unobtrusively downgraded from one of 
the Press’s major concerns into an academic specialism, its intellectual vitality was 
upheld amidst, and even because of, contraction. As the Press shifted its empha-
sis towards publishing, both divinity and classics could be adapted to suit new or 
growing markets. In classics by the mid-1840s both Wordsworth’s Grammaticae grae-
cae rudimenta and Liddell and Scott’s Greek–English Lexicon were selling steadily and 
well. The philological element in classics publishing was among its most vigorous 
and adaptable features, and expressed itself not only in dictionaries and grammars 
of Greek and Latin, but also more widely through other ancient and modern lan-
guages. It fi nally fanned out into the study of Old and Middle English, exporting its 
traditional close linguistic attention to the text into the academic study of English 
literature—the classics of the masses—and then on into the OED. The confl ict in the 
later nineteenth century between classicists who placed the emphasis on teaching 
and those who placed it on research, between the followers of Benjamin Jowett and 
Mark Pattison, was fi nally resolved in favour of the latter, but only in the twentieth 
century; yet at the time both stimulated Oxford publications which re-emphasized 
the Press’s commitment to publishing classics for a wide variety of educational mar-
kets. Divinity may have declined, but the Press could still draw upon the fruitful late 
Victorian relationships that had grown up between religious studies and other disci-
plines: at fi rst with social anthropology, philosophy, archaeology, and oriental stud-
ies, and later still with psychology, sociology, and the history of ideas.30 The Bible 
Press helped fi nancially, too, given that its profi ts generated the subsidies which 
sheltered the newer and less profi table parts of the Learned Press while they strug-
gled to achieve similar levels of success.

It seems paradoxical only to post-Victorian minds that it was the Bible Press 
which introduced virtually every technical innovation—with the Learned Press fol-
lowing, if it followed at all, somewhat later. In several dimensions of Victorianism, 
Christianity and commerce advanced together. The Press’s religious preoccupa-
tions could be reconciled with the emergence of new subjects and new modes of 
publication. These were encouraged by the pressure of a severely competitive bible 

29 See Chapter 10. 30 F. M. Turner, ‘Religion’, HUO 8.308–9.
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market that required the Bible Press to act with self-conscious commercialism. This 
expressed itself through the wide variety of material forms in which sacred texts 
were issued. Most secular books (excluding fi ction) were offered in only one format, 
though if very popular they might be published in a cheaper version much later. 
Sacred texts, however, were different: they were produced in a variety of formats and 
in a host of type sizes, and the Press later marketed many on India paper.31 Apart 
from whole bibles, it offered new testaments, psalms, prayer books, service books, 
and the apocrypha. These might be sold separately, or could be bound together in a 
variety of combinations. The Bible Press ran what was essentially an early modular 
system in which various collections of texts could be targeted at specifi c groups of 
customers. Later the Press also moved in the opposite direction, disaggregating texts 
so far that it could offer the Bible’s component books for one penny. For the Bible 
societies cheapness was a virtue; for the Press, however, relentless downward pres-
sure on prices meant cheap paper, poor print, and ever-decreasing profi t margins. 
Many in Oxford, including some of those who ran the printing works, associated 
the Press with handsome and scholarly books, and to such people this commercial 
compromise could be painful, but the pressure from the Bible societies was diffi cult 
to resist. Fine bibles could still be printed on good paper, but these now constituted 
only a small part of the Bible Press’s output. If anything, the Bible Press’s ruthless 
commercialism increased under Henry Frowde, but he also found new markets into 
which such publications as the Revised Version or Helps to the Study of the Bible could 
be sold more profi tably and in more attractive editions.32

Throughout the period the Bible Side led the way. In 1780 the Delegates, who had 
in the past rented out their right to print the Authorized Version, could fi nd no one 
willing to buy the right from them. At that point they formed a partnership with 
one Oxford and one London printer which became, at a stroke, a business whose 
income depended more on making a profi t than on a small but guaranteed income.33 
The Bible partnership changed its membership frequently but experience of the rela-
tionship taught infl uential Oxford scholars how to succeed as businessmen in a cut-
throat market. The Bible partnership drew in people from the book trade, many of 
whom maintained their own businesses as well as helping the Delegates to run theirs. 
Several partners were London-trained or London-based, so advice about the latest 
technology and the latest practices was readily available. The Bible Press’s success 
from the early nineteenth century onwards rested upon this close relationship. Trade 
experience enabled the Bible Press to respond positively and quickly to the needs of 
various Bible societies, which became its largest and most demanding customers.

Converging with the book trade

By the 1850s the industrialization of book production meant that in the book trade 
generally print runs were increasing and book prices were falling; some books, 

31 As discussed in Chapter 8. 32 See Chapter 6. 33 See Chapters 2 and 8.
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particularly long works, were also being made cheaper by appearing in a sequence 
of paper-covered parts; many more books were reaching the public in standard 
publishers’ bindings.34 Certain areas of publishing were becoming much more pop-
ular and profi table, most notably fi ction, children’s books, and educational works. 
The latter aimed at self-educators, schoolchildren, and university students. A new 
Copyright Act in 1842 increased the potential value of literary property by extend-
ing the period during which a book would remain protected, and newspapers and 
periodicals were advancing by leaps and bounds. By the 1890s book prices had 
fallen even further, and print runs for the cheapest and most popular books were 
in their hundreds of thousands. Publishing in named series was now a widespread 
strategy. The educational market was further enlarged, and was shaped by examina-
tion boards and their syllabuses.

The Press could not exploit all these developments, but it was surprisingly active 
in many. In part this was because during the nineteenth century it engaged more 
heavily with the British book trade on more fronts. This meant that by the 1890s 
the Press, while remaining distinctive, resembled a modern trade publisher far more 
closely than it had a century earlier.35 It had moved emphatically and successfully 
into the educational market. Its average and median book prices were falling in the 
earlier part of the century. This was an accelerating process, so that by the 1890s 
Press educational books were as cheap as, and sometimes cheaper than, those of 
its immediate competitors. In their new educational series that began to emerge in 
the 1890s, the Delegates sought to target new examination board syllabuses by pro-
ducing very cheap set texts. The Learned Press was building upon its eighteenth-
century traditions, issuing some of its most substantial scholarly works, particularly 
dictionaries, in paper-covered parts. It was especially prominent in the world of 
reference works and catalogues, and in the case of the Greek Lexicon it produced 
smaller and cheaper versions with a wider appeal, a practice replicated often in the 
succeeding century. By the 1860s, rather later than most of its competitors, it was 
publishing most of its titles not in printed sheets but as bound books. By the 1890s 
it was experimenting with more named series, now much more carefully targeted at 
defi ned markets.

The Press responded to market changes by doing more than merely adapt its tra-
ditional areas of publishing: it developed new ones or explored areas in which it 
had not hitherto featured strongly. Links with the book trade were growing closer 
throughout our period, especially after the 1850s. In the 1860s, as surpluses from 
the Bible Press showed worrying signs of decline, the key objective was to cultivate 
another genre of publishing which, like sacred texts, would offer an acceptable and 
appropriate arena where a scholarly press might compete. This was through pro-
moting school and other educational books in the new Clarendon Press Series (CPS).
Thus did the Press, rather later than many other publishing fi rms, move into catering 
for the expanding ‘middle-class’ schools (as they were called), for girls’ schools, and, 

34 Discussed in Chapter 3. 35 As argued in Chapter 15.
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later, for the university extension movement, as well as for the conventional univer-
sity market.36 These developments were encouraged when Oxford and Cambridge 
set up examination boards in the 1850s; these created syllabuses and the need for set 
texts related to those syllabuses. Inevitably these developments expanded the mar-
ket for examination papers as well as textbooks, and the Press’s long tradition of 
jobbing printing enabled it to capture and retain some of this lucrative trade.37

As so frequently in other contexts, the Delegates’ policy was somewhat reactive: 
initially they saw the CPS not as a comprehensive series, but as responding to gaps 
in the market as and when these became apparent. Partly for this reason, the CPS 
was a uniform series in name only. In practice, it offered books whose price ranged 
from 1s. 6d. to 31s. 6d.; it published French textbooks for use in girls’ schools, and 
titles in theoretical physics that would test even those at the forefront of their sub-
ject. It was not even visually a full-blown series as later understood. Although the 
idea of a publisher’s binding had been accepted, its colour and format were not.38 
CPS books appeared in several sizes, and in various cloth bindings: red, maroon, 
brown, blue, and green. There was not much sign of the standard dark blue binding 
with gilt lettering that became the Press’s twentieth-century brand image. A shelf of 
Oxford textbooks at any time from the 1850s to the early twentieth century would 
have appeared as a dingy rainbow with a slightly red cast. So in comparison with 
its competitors, the Press was quite slow to adopt standard publisher’s bindings. 
Although in some ways the CPS was a confused reaction to the market, it helped to 
reorganize and refocus the Press, pushing it into an expanding and profi table area, 
encouraging it to produce many more secular titles, driving down its prices, forcing 
it to standardize ways of paying its authors, and requiring it to rethink the appear-
ance of its books.

The CPS was usually conventional in its use of illustrations. The Press could some-
times quickly adapt to new technologies of illustration: to lithography in the 1820s, 
for example. However, most CPS books that required illustration, such as those on 
science subjects, usually employed a standard trade technology that had been avail-
able since the early 1800s. Wood engraving had matured by the early nineteenth 
century into a fl exible, durable, and relatively cheap process whose blocks could 
be printed alongside letterpress, and were used to illustrate both books and peri-
odicals. The Press found itself extensively commissioning and outsourcing wood 
engravings from artists such as Orlando Jewitt, Oxford-based from 1838 and known 
to both J. H. Parker and Thomas Combe.39 However, beyond the CPS, and particu-
larly in printing and publishing the privileged texts, the Press could sometimes lead 
rather than follow the trade. The use of India paper—thin, light but opaque enough 
to be printed on both sides—was an innovation not invented by the Press, but was 
jealously guarded by it. Frowde in particular recognized its value as a marketing tool 
and promoted it relentlessly to distinguish the Press from all its competitors.

36 On this see Chapter 11. 37 See Chapters 3, 11, and 15.
38 See Chapter 5 for what Oxford publications looked like. 39 Harry Carter, Orlando Jewitt (1962), 11–14.
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The CPS proved a catalyst that prompted less traditional subjects in the Press’s 
profi le to proliferate and to reach larger markets. In the 1860s there was a notice-
able increase in the Press’s publication and distribution of science books.40 Most 
but not all were manuals and textbooks, but the CPS could also accommodate 
such works as Thomson and Tait’s Treatise of Natural Philosophy (1867) or James Clerk 
Maxwell’s remarkable Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism (1873), both major contribu-
tions in their respective fi elds. History, law, and English literature were all visible in 
the Press’s profi le before the 1860s, but law and English did not then stand out.41 
Changes in how history and law were taught in Oxford coincided with the CPS’s fi rst 
decade: hence the host of law books that sold steadily enough through the years. On 
the history side Stubbs’s Select Charters (1870) seems to have attracted both histori-
ans and lawyers. Law books had to be revised as legislation and case law evolved, 
and works such as those of Stubbs were also suitable for periodic revision. Coupled 
with changing syllabuses and set texts, this created a market in which new editions 
could be sold to owners of earlier editions. As an additional advantage, in an era in 
which national and international copyrights were being developed, each substan-
tially revised edition came with a valuable new copyright attached. English litera-
ture was not quite in the same position, although revised editions of Middle English 
texts could be justifi ed by the inclusion of new philological discoveries. However, 
the rapid growth in the formal study of English literature in schools and university 
extension courses created a considerable and recurrent annual demand for set texts 
such as those comprising two or three tales from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, or indi-
vidual Shakespeare plays, of which Aldis Wright edited seventeen for the Press over 
thirty years.

Any publisher could produce an edition of Hamlet in the hope of selling it as a set 
text, and many did. However, it was a powerful advantage in the school market if 
your edition could claim a status lacking in your competitors’ offerings. As a privi-
leged university press responsible for printing the Authorized Version, Oxford was 
already in a good position to do this. The Learned Press could also claim custodian-
ship of another protected text: Clarendon’s History of the Rebellion, which it treated 
with the sort of editorial respect usually reserved for holy writ. However, this was 
only the beginning in the long-term process of building up the Press’s cultural 
authority. The use of ‘Clarendon’ in the title of the schoolbook series was deliberate, 
and the Press was able to reinforce such claims by funding and publishing major but 
usually unprofi table projects such as Holmes’s edition of the Septuagint, and vari-
ous catalogues of manuscript collections in Oxford. The Press was also able to aug-
ment its prestige, and therefore retain its hold on the broader educational market, by 
publishing more reference works,42 particularly dictionaries, such as An Icelandic–
English Dictionary and the English Dialect Dictionary. This culminated in the New English 
Dictionary, which became the Oxford English Dictionary, a project accepted by the 
Press in 1879 but not completed until 1928. So both accidentally and intentionally 

40 On which see Chapter 12. 41 Discussed in Chapter 13. 42 Discussed in Chapter 14.
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the Press acquired a cultural status which radiated a protective glow over its more 
ordinary books. The market tried to respond: other publishers, some far removed 
from the city, started using the word ‘Oxford’ in their series titles in the hope that 
some of Oxford’s authority would rub off on them.43

Although biblical texts and dictionaries led the way, by the end of our period it 
was clear that in most areas where the Press published it was producing a broad 
spectrum of titles from the most basic to the most learned—in religion from The 
Clergyman’s Instructor to The Sacred Books of the East; in classics from A First Latin Exercise 
Book to Liddell and Scott’s Greek Lexicon; in science from Exercises in Practical Chemistry 
to the Index Kewensis; in history from Genealogical Tables Illustrative of Modern History 
in just over fi fty tables to the History of Agriculture and Prices in England in seven vol-
umes; and in literature from Book I of Paradise Lost at 153 pages to Skeat’s edition of 
The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer in seven volumes. This spread allowed the Press 
not only to serve a much broader range of readers, but also to sell in large quantities 
while sustaining its Laudian commitment to scholarship; the former helped to sub-
sidize the latter, while the latter lent authority and lustre to the former. The Press’s 
competitors in educational and scholarly publishing were, of course, attempting to 
do much the same thing, but were usually more severely constrained by commercial 
considerations, and could not draw on the vague but potent prestige of Oxford and 
Cambridge. The Press may not have acquired a visual brand identity by the end of 
our period, and its various imprints might still have confused the uninitiated, but 
it had a name which mingled the publisher and the University in such a way as to 
benefi t both.

The Press’s relationship with its authors,44 whether from the University or 
beyond, also experienced pressures fostering convergence with the book trade as 
a whole. In the early decades this relationship was usually regarded as a traditional, 
scholarly one. An author might be rewarded with a few free copies of his book, or 
his researches (particularly the collation of manuscripts) might be subsidized. Junior 
colleagues were often paid by the printed sheet for basic editing and correcting. The 
unlooked-for but welcome triumphs in the early 1840s of Liddell and Scott, and of 
Charles Wordsworth, who produced works that threatened to sell well and over a 
long period, highlighted the need to relate author payments more closely to a book’s 
commercial success. Contemporary publishing practice offered several models, and 
by the 1860s the Press was advising its authors to adopt the shared profi ts scheme. 
Not for the fi rst time the Delegates swept aside the advice of Macmillan and favoured 
a generous 60:40 split between author and publisher. Overwhelmingly, authors 
received modest sums for modest sales, but the most successful could earn close 
on a thousand pounds in the best years, a sum that matched a very good annual 
academic salary. One reason why the CPS was never fi nancially as successful as it 
might have been was that the Delegates handed more than half the Press’s profi ts on 
CPS books to their authors. When in the 1890s they reviewed payments for a new 

43 See Chapter 15. 44 See Chapter 7.
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textbook series, the Delegates at last followed the advice Macmillan had supplied 
a generation earlier, and planned to buy out the author’s copyright for a fi xed price 
at the going rate. By the 1890s the Press was also using standard contracts approved 
by the new London-based book trade organizations: the Society of Authors and the 
Publishers’ Association. So by the end of the century the Press had essentially fallen 
into line with contemporary book trade practice.

Despite these changes, the relationship with authors was never primarily fi nan-
cial. As with Bible partners or London Publishers, the Delegates sought dependable 
individuals who could be trusted to develop their own publishing lines. In the early 
decades such authors were frequently themselves Delegates such as Gaisford and 
Cardwell, and later the same pattern emerges with Liddell, Stubbs, and Müller. By the 
1870s, however, Press authors were equally likely to be independent scholars such 
as Guðbrandur Vigfússon, or London-based scholars such as Carl Adolf Buchheim, 
or Cambridge men such as Aldis Wright and Walter Skeat. A certain passivity 
characterized the Press in its relations with authors until the mid-Victorian years, 
and in some respects for long after that. A few Delegates might seek out authors, 
particularly those editing the occasional series, but many waited for proposals to 
come to them. Many projects, such as the Septuagint, the Greek Lexicon, the Icelandic 
Dictionary, and the New English Dictionary, came to the Press either half-fashioned 
or fully formed. In terms of individual books, scholars such as Skeat could, once 
proven, propose a whole sequence of works without incurring much risk of refusal.

The Press, like other British publishers, sold more titles not only in the rapidly 
growing home market,45 but also overseas.46 Its participation in the international 
book trade came early, though in the case of bible sales, often at one remove—
through the Bible societies. Later in the nineteenth century, however, it also became 
a major exporter of its secular books. This trade was encouraged by the extension 
of international copyright represented by the Berne Convention of 1886 and the 
Chace Act of 1891 in the USA. By the 1880s the Delegates were having to deal with an 
international market that sought co-publishing deals, agency rights for Press books 
abroad, and copyright permissions; a host of other matters now made it clear how 
important the global market had become to Oxford. During the earlier part of our 
period a handful of booksellers had always acted as Press agents in other countries, 
but the Press had expanded this system substantially by the later nineteenth century, 
and by the 1880s no fewer than forty-six of its agents were distributed across fi ve 
continents. Library holdings, when surveyed, suggest a wide if thin distribution of 
Press books in European and Australasian libraries, but a very substantial presence 
in North American, particularly US, university libraries.47 For instance, the fi rst 

45 Discussed in Chapter 16. 46 See Chapter 17.
47 Databases such as WorldCat are far from perfect, and all reproduce the imperfections of the individual 

catalogues from which they were constructed and, no doubt, add some more of their own; additionally, not 
all countries are equally represented. So the value of any such survey is limited by the quality of the evidence 
available. There are, for instance, the inevitable uncertainties associated with using catalogues, particularly elec-
tronic catalogues, rather than retrieving and observing the books themselves: the occasional cataloguer will 
have mis-transcribed a date or a word on the title-page; a few titles may prove to be bibliographical ghosts. 
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volume of Thorold Rogers’s History of Agriculture and Prices in England, 1259–1793 (1866) 
is recorded in no fewer than 240 libraries: 31 libraries in the UK (totalling 52 copies), 
and 25 in Europe. However, North American holdings completely eclipsed this 
fi gure: 160 libraries in the USA and 11 in Canada claim to hold a copy of the work. 
Stubbs’s Select Charters and Other Illustrations of English Constitutional History was pro-
duced in eight editions between 1870 and 1895. Altogether 445 copies were listed for 
these eight editions, 69 copies in the UK and Ireland, 54 copies in European librar-
ies, and 275 copies of various editions in the USA. This is no more than a rough 
indication of how important the American market was to the Press but it helps to 
explain why by 1896 it had established its fi rst formal overseas branch in New York, 
a prece dent that shaped the Press’s approach to international trade for the foresee-
able future.

Change and continuity

So far we have focused on change and growth within the Press, yet it always com-
bined these with overt and sometimes covert continuity. This was most obviously 
symbolized by the Press’s premises. The Clarendon Building was constructed early 
in the eighteenth century to accommodate wooden common presses and the asso-
ciated modest technology. The move from a smallish number of wooden to a larger 
number of iron presses between 1800 and 1820 increased the number of composi-
tors and printers, extended the range of technology used, and required a substan-
tial expansion in the amount of paper-drying space. Nonetheless, the Delegates at 
fi rst tried to combine these developments with working in or around Hawksmoor’s 
Clarendon Building, even introducing modern environmental technology into it in 
the form of area heating and gas lighting. So behind the stern neo-Roman façade, 
which evoked the classical tradition and continuity, working men and modern 
machinery were packed like bees in a hive. When the pressure on space became 
intolerable, the Delegates commissioned a larger neo-Roman building in Walton 
Street complete with a triumphal arch. Yet if its appearance evoked continuity with 
the past, its construction (which involved cast iron pillars and windows) and its 
contents (which included the latest technology) told a different story. Walton Street 
may have looked like a rather grandiose Oxford college, but in reality it was a very 
large neoclassical factory in an industrial suburb. Nor did the Delegates abandon the 
Clarendon Building: they kept up appearances and maintained continuity by retain-
ing their meeting room within it.

Additionally, unless one had the time and resources to explore the accession records of each library, there is no 
way of establishing when the collection received a given title or edition. It may have been bought a few weeks 
after publication, or it may have been acquired decades later as a purchase or a gift, as one book or as part of a 
collection. However, it is likely that the majority of the libraries listed by the survey acquired their copies within 
a few years of publication—especially where, as in the case of Stubbs, different editions of the same work were 
accumulated in the same library. Even if this were not so, this survey can at least reveal the current distribution 
of certain Oxford editions in their material form (digital versions were not included in the survey) among some 
of the major national and university libraries of the world. For more information on the data see ALT data set, 
OUP Archive.
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The rest of the Clarendon Building was given over to the University and the entire 
workforce decamped to Walton Street. The workforce itself encapsulated Press con-
tinuity. Many had worked for the Press for decades, sometimes for forty years and 
more; and there were Press families which saw two or three of their generations 
working in Walton Street.48 With a very few exceptions, industrial relations seem 
to have been peaceful within the Press. Traditional means of resolving tensions and 
diffi culties between the men themselves were provided by the conventions of the 
chapel. The relationships between the men and their employers depended mostly on 
the conduct of the overseers and superintendents of the Press. Oxford was fortunate 
in that for most of the twelve decades covered by this volume just three individuals 
(Collingwood, Combe, Hart) set the tone. In all three cases there seems to have been 
a genuine concern for the welfare of the workers, though variously expressed. The 
transition from Combe’s patriarchal, feudal tone to Hart’s cooler, more institutional, 
management style jarred with many. Pickard Hall on the Bible Side carried on after 
Combe’s death, but the difference in style and substance between Hall and Hart was 
resolved only when the Delegates in effect forced Hall to retire.

Since the emergence of a fully recognizable university printing house in Oxford 
in the seventeenth century the Press had been located centrally in Oxford, where all 
its main activities were based. Its printing took place there, together with most of 
the warehousing for both Learned and Bible Presses. Because London was the cen-
tre of the national book trade, the Press inevitably had outposts there: those who 
printed bibles for the Press were usually members of the Stationers’ Company in 
London. By the end of the eighteenth century, this had not changed much, apart 
more vigorous attempts to sell Learned Press books in London and the establish-
ment of the Press’s Bible Warehouse in Paternoster Row. One hundred years later a 
superfi cial observer would not have noticed much change: Oxford was if anything 
more central for printing, given that Walton Street’s output of books had increased 
hugely. The Delegates still met in the heart of Oxford and had taken complete con-
trol of all aspects of the Press’s activities. The only evidence of enhanced activity in 
London was the Clarendon warehouse, now at Amen Corner. Yet this appearance 
of continuity again masked change. The employee in charge in London was now 
called the ‘Publisher’ and his name and London location now appeared more fre-
quently on the books issued. In committing itself to publishing much more ambi-
tiously from the 1860s onwards, the Delegates had knowingly or unknowingly set 
in train a change—in activity, in priority, and in direction—which inevitably shifted 
the balance of the Press towards London. This shift, never complete, was reversed 
in the later twentieth century. Nevertheless, it was characteristic of the Press, and 
perhaps of the University, that beneath the appearance of continuity, change was 
fl owing silently but steadily.

This process of change whereby the old adapts but is not wholly lost, and the 
new takes on the mantle of the old, can also be seen in the Press’s sustained and 

48 See Chapter 4.
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unquestioned commitment to printing and publishing good scholarly work. But 
such a priority, when continued over so long a period, inevitably if unobtrusively 
incorporated change. Between the 1780s and the 1890s the academic world opened 
out far beyond divinity and the classics that had been so dominant at the start, 
and the Learned Press opened out with it: virtually every new subject that estab-
lished itself in the Press’s profi le over the period was distinguished by some titles 
that represented major contributions to scholarly knowledge. In order to uphold 
the Laudian tradition, the Press needed to publish distinguished scholarly works 
not just in a handful of traditional subjects, but in swathe of new ones, and inevita-
bly these had by 1896 changed the Learned Press’s overall scholarly profi le beyond 
recognition.

The Bible Press, too, experienced unobtrusive but extensive change. By the early 
decades of the nineteenth century it had become the most productive and profi table 
section of the Press in Oxford; the privileges rooted in the early seventeenth century 
were at last realizing the profi ts that Laud and Fell had anticipated. It was a tradition 
that had fi nally come good. Yet despite this overall continuity, its transformations 
ensured that in the 1890s it contrasted markedly with what it had been in the 1780s. 
In 1780 it was employing a handful of wooden machines using moveable type; by 
1896 it was employing scores of steam-driven iron presses, each frequently produc-
ing thousands of copies an hour using electrotype plates. The early 1800s saw the 
Bible Press beginning to print for the Bible societies with their large orders and their 
ever more demanding requirements. In the 1780s there was something of a balance 
between bible outlets in Oxford and London: by 1896 the initiative was London-
based and London-driven. The Authorized Version was still making money in 1896, 
but the Press had had to diversify into the Revised Version and into teachers’ bibles 
and Helps in order to maintain its profi ts and keep a competitive edge. Apparent 
continuity hid a story of almost relentless technological and commercial change. 
And yet amidst all this change, continuity persisted: the Bible Press was still battling 
against error and seeking textual perfection.

The Press’s mode of accommodating to change may have taken a very distinctive 
Oxford colouring, but in some ways it also refl ected the national mood described by 
Sidney Webb: ‘it is easy for good reason to change the form of an institution with-
out changing the substance, or the substance without changing the form, but . . . one 
should never try to change both the substance and form of anything at one and the 
same time’.49 This volume describes how overt and covert change occurred, how 
they interacted, and how amidst such change some underlying continuities and 
forms were preserved.

49 Cited in William Beveridge, Power and Infl uence (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1953), 72.
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